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Marple, Mellor & Marple Bridge Energy Saving Strategy
An opportunity to face and plan, together as a community, the challenges that Climate Change brings

Maureen Matthews
Remembered
In August
we heard of
the death
of Maureen
Matthews.
She had
been
suffering
for several
years from
a gradually
debilitating disease. She was a founder
member of MESS in 2010 and diligently
nurtured the group as it grew and
expanded. She was Chair at the last
face to face meeting in February
before Covid Lockdown. We shall
greatly miss Maureen’s guidance and
inspiration. What an example for us all.
Thank you, Maureen.
BUT LIFE GOES ON... and MESS is
‘back in business’ again in a limited
way. Chris Buckley, previously Vice
Chair, has taken over as Chair. Work
in the Community Orchard and the
Incredible Edible boxes in Marple
precinct can continue and the School
Boxes can be delivered safely. We can
keep each other and the rest of the
community updated on environmental
issues with this Newsletter and on our
website: http://marplemess.org.uk.

MESS Meetings
MESS meets every 2nd Monday
of the month on Zoom. Please
contact marplemess@gmail.com
for details of how to join our next
meeting.
Upcoming meetings:
8th February, 8th March, 12th April

Contact Us
marplemess@gmail.com
www.marplemess.org.uk
@marplemess
@MESSmarple
mess.marple
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Back to Normal, or a Healthy Green Recovery?
The vaccine has arrived;
we could soon be ‘normal’
again, but should we? Do
we really want to go back
to life exactly as it was
before Covid-19 and wait
for the next crisis to hit?
Or has this been a wakeup
call, a chance to look
hard at our world and plan
a different path for the
future?
Global warming, still the
biggest threat to our world,
has not gone away. Its
effects are clearly visible
around the world now.
To avoid a further 1.5ᴼC of global warming – the agreed threshold of irreversible,
dangerous and possibly game-over climate change - we must hit peak greenhouse
gas emissions as soon as possible. Then lower them down to net zero by 2040.
That’s doable – just. It is not impossible.
The Covid 19 restrictions have led to a noticeable and welcome decrease in carbon
emissions showing lifestyle changes are possible for the population as a whole.
When eventually these restrictions are relaxed PLEASE for the sake of our planet,
consider maintaining as far as is possible, a lifestyle which will continue to see
carbon emissions lowering. This includes burning less fossil fuels, eating less red
meat, buying more home-grown products, trying to avoid buying products with huge
air mile tags, being energy efficient around the home, buying less products made
with plastic and not rushing to buy holidays abroad involving long flights. Consider
too, taking advantage of the government grants available for green, energysustainable technology such as replacing gas boilers with heat pumps, installing
solar panels, further insulating your home or replacing your petrol/diesel car with an
electric car.
Let’s not undo the hard won progress we have made on reducing carbon emissions
during lockdown. Later this year the UK is hosting the crucial COP 26 climate summit
in Glasgow. The Prime Minister has set out a full ten point plan to help to forge a
green recovery. The Climate Coalition of leading UK NGOs have also made their own
suggestions.
•
•

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-ten-point-plan-for-a-greenindustrial-revolution/title
https://www.theclimatecoalition.org/greenrecovery

Green Number Plates for Green Cars
If your car has NO CO2 emissions from
the tail pipe you can fit a ‘green’ number
plate. These will raise awareness of the
increasing number of cleaner vehicles on
our roads, and also drivers could benefit
from local initiatives such as cheaper
parking and cost-free entry into zeroemission zones.

Back to Work

Shop Locally and Ethically - Stationery Supplies

As soon as Lockdown 2 ended a group
of 16 volunteers met at the Community
Orchard on a beautiful sunny Saturday
to catch up with delayed tasks. All the
apple and pear trees were pruned and
8 new trees were planted to replace
those that had unfortunately died.
Also the trees received cardboard
collars on which mulch will be laid.
This will prevent weeds growing and
nourish the soil around the trees.
Thanks to M & Co in Marple who
offered us their cardboard to recycle.

‘Where possible I am trying to source
eco, sustainable or fair trade products.
I also collect pens, pen refills, postage
stamps and ink cartridges for recycling’ ,
says Sarah Laker of Stationery Supplies.
Her wide range of goods includes:
‘Green’ paper goods: Envelopes not
plastic wrapped, Printer paper, A4 &A5
spiral bound lined notebooks, A5 Dingbat
notebooks, several ranges of greeting
cards, ‘Vent for Change’ sustainable
stationery, brown kraft wrapping paper, also recyclable paper parcel tape.
Made from recycled plastics and recyclable: Eco filing products including 4 ring A4
binders, punch pockets, Zip tuff bags, slide folders, open top & side folders, display
folders

The Orchard on Arkwright Road was
planted in March 2017 at the request
of Stockport Council. The money for
the trees was given by local people
wishing to dedicate one or more of the
trees.
marplemess.org.uk/incredible-edible

Eating To Save the Planet
Several MESS members have
contributed to the production of a book
on how to take a ‘flexitarian’ approach
to eating and thereby reducing CO2
and saving the planet.
The introduction pages outline the
various approaches and methods
that can be adopted, which are then
supported by 24 recipes.
A downloadable copy of the book can
be found here:
http://marplemess.org.uk/wp-content/
uploads/2021/01/MESS-Recipeebook-2021.pdf

Eco chic gifts made from 25-100% recycled plastic, depending on the product
including shopping bags, cool bags, umbrellas and foldable rucksacks. Also in this
range but not made from recycled materials are bamboo mugs.
Recycled and refillable: Stabilo point ball pens which are made from 79% recycled
materials, Pilot ‘bottle to pen’ made from recycled plastic bottles available in rollerball
or ballpoint. Kidygrip Rulers made from 79% recycled materials
Felted animals from a fair trade, eco company.
44 Stockport Road, Marple, SK6 6AB. 0161 449 0155

Reduce Your Carbon Footprint and Keep Your Home
Warm
Does your house have insulation
for solid or cavity walls, floors, loft
nd the roof? Have you considered
low carbon heating systems such
as heat pumps, biomass boilers
and solar hot water? Or what about
secondary measures such as better
heating or hot water controls and
better windows and doors?
Two schemes are available to help
you:
1. The Government Green Homes Voucher Scheme offers grants of up to £5,000,
though you have to find a third of the cost yourself. NB the money has to be spent
before the end of March 2022 and it may run out even before then.
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/apply-for-the-green-homes-grant-scheme
2. If you live in Greater Manchester, home improvement grants of up to £10,000
are available to help residents save on energy bills. To be eligible for the grant of
up to £10,000, applicants should have a gross annual household income of less the
£30,000 and be living in homes with a low energy efficiency rating (EPC band E, F or
G). For more information, see:
https://greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/what-we-do/environment/green-homes-grant
You can read more details of both of these schemes on:
http://marplemess.org.uk/category/news

Thermal Imaging
Due to the pandemic, we are currently unable to undertake
thermal imaging surveys. However, if you would like to add
your name to our waiting list, then please contact us on:
marplemess@gmail.com

